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EVERY MOMENT YOU DON'T BRING THE PAST
INTO THE PRESENT IS A MIRACLE
Allow yourself the freedom of meeting and voicing and acting in service to our human hearts
calls of love. Now is the time for radiating peace as all our collective shadows are being
brought up and out into the light for deeper healing. What I learned since the last issue is
whatever challenge we face. It is a call to love more. A call to love deeper. To not give up. To
go to another next level of love and growth and hope not ignoring the negativity that surrounds
conversations but seeing a pathway into the connective tissue of our humanity.
No matter what divides us... We must remain united in the highest order of freedom in loving
action doing our best. With respect for our differences and find our common humanity. Let’s
make doing our best a practice of humanity as a way of life. Not because it's easy. But
because it's the right thing to do.
We owe it to those who come after us not to fall asleep, not to forget who we are, and to take
advantage of the deeper conversation. We owe it to ourselves to stand united rising above the
rhetoric and feelings that seek to block, shift, divide you from our inner power.
When I first spoke the words All Systems Love it was at the BOOK SOUP on Sunset Blvd. in
the City of Angels, within a week, the universe delivered me exactly where more love was
needed, called into action to share more and more love, stepping deeper into my purpose  to
extend love, free to share my gifts aligned with my hearts work in this lifetime. Who knows
what will come your way when you join us in a practice of putting love first.

Melanie

WWW.MELANIELUTZ.COM

I AM NEVER MORE
FREE THAN WHEN
I REMEMBER WHO
I AM
MELS LOVE LAND
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I AM A MAGNIFICENT WOMAN
Available Now. Published By Always Alice.
More information www.melanielutz.com

11 WAYS
TO LEAD
WITH

FREEDOM IS AN
EXPERIENCE, A HUMAN
RIGHT AND THE POWER OF
PRESENCE

L0
VE
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HARMONIC
CONVERGENCE
CIRCUMSTANCES
DON'T MAKE A MAN
THEY REVEAL HIM

INFO FROM THE LOVE CENTER

ACTION ITEMS

L0
VE

TO DO LIST

1. MEDITATE. MEDITATE. DID WE SAY, MEDITATE.
2. TALK ABOUT THINGS THAT MATTER.
(IF YOU DON'T HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY
THAT DOESN'T ENHANCE OR ELEVATE THE
CONVERSATION STAY SILENT. LISTEN MORE.)
3. STAND UP AND ACT: WITH LOVE. WITH POWER.
WITH COURAGE, WITH KINDNESS.
4. FIND A MOVEMENT THROUGH YOUR FEAR.

5. STAY AWAKE. BE FIERCE. BE DISCIPLINED.
BE DILIGENT. BE LOVE.

6. STOP BEHAVIOR THAT CAUSES OTHERS PAIN.
DO NOTHING. BUT LOVE.
7. RING THE BELL AGAINST UNACCEPTABILITY.
THIS SHIIITE IS NOT COOL. EACH ACTION MEETS
US GLOBALLY. MICROCOSM IS MACROCOSM.
TAKE ACTION.
8. BE WILLING TO SEE EVERYTHING
WITH NEW EYES.

9. SHARE YOUR GIFTS. SEEK, ALWAYS, TO BE OF
SERVICE TO OTHERS.
10. STRIVE TO BE IN GOOD HEALTH AND WELL
BEING (MIND, SPIRIT AND BODY.)
11. FOLLOW THE BEAT OF YOUR HEART.

#PEACE #NOW
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WHAT YOU SEEK YOU FIND

Peace is mine
My calling card
Falling with me
Radiating through me
Blossoming all around me
Witnessing what I have done
Peace realized
I wake
Hearing the bluebirds of the Angels
Joining in the dance of Love
Free
I own my state of peace
In grace
I am a Magnificent Woman

SEEK FOR PEACE.

SEEK FOR LOVE.

SEEK FOR GRACE.

MELS

LAND

ALL SYSTEMS LOVE

SEEK FOR LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS.
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I AM A MAGNIFICENT WOMAN
Available Now. Published By Always Alice.
More information www.melanielutz.com

THE FREEDOM
OF THE HEART.
Begin with Courage to
Imagine a New Way
of Being in the World.

Mastery over fear, isn’t fearlessness
it is fear embraced and understood
for its deep purpose. It is fear
ensconced and evaluated and played
for its essence and sustenance and
energy to arrive at a new unfolding
destination of truth into Love."
--Mels Love Land

Being someone who daydreams, imagines and
explores different realms of time and space for a
living, life is always an active contemplation of
discovery baring witness to my endless curiosity.
My daily practice of love has brought me vision and
wisdom in so many unexpected ways. In this
Loving ecosystem of my days, I wonder and
wonder, and then magically wonder what would this
situation look like through the eyes and heartways of
love. These explorations have led me into worlds
and worlds and worlds and new worlds, yet again,
each one, revealing something I never would have
imagined and bringing blessings to me and those I
encounter.
Knowing the principles of love and practicing them
does not free me from experiencing the pains and
struggles and anxieties that flourish in fear that is part
of our humanity. Some of the most painful
experiences involve releasing these chains of
nonexistence that has the strongest hold. Releasing
into these energetic holds are the work and the
discipline of love, where the remembering and
knowing and being becomes the work of
compassion. If the chains were real we could gnaw,
destroy, release, wrangle, wriggle and fight to
freedom. The essence of the chain of nonexistence is
you just need to effortlessly and purposefully take
one easy, gentle grounded step into the direction of
open hearted love and keep on going, not pausing to
look back, allowing the fear to transmute and watch
the clouds disappear and the chains fall away and the
hands grasping to pull you back lose their grips.
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Through these lenses of love, practicing ‘vision’
beyond any fear or anxiety, there is freedom from
the non-existent chains that counter intuitively keep
us tethered. Enjoy today in fearlessness as the fullest
expression of open hearted loving grace.

“There is a LIGHT in this world. A
healing spirit more powerful than any
darkness we may encounter. We
sometime lose sight of this force when
there is suffering, and too much pain.
Then suddenly, the spirit will emerge
through the lives of ordinary people
who hear a call and answer in
extraordinary ways.”
--Richard Attenborough

THE
LOVE
MORE
METHOD.
It can be daunting to love deeper, to love
someone or something more in the face of them
doing something we don't like, or it being to
tough to deal with and being challenged by
behavior, circumstance or in recent days, seeing
way too much of a giant orange creeper dude. If
you are called when you check in with your heart
and you are told to keep going. it is time to
employ the Love Deeper method. In doing this a
world of possibilities is open to you. You are
relaxed and at ease, you can recognize new
beginnings and opportunities as they present
themselves, sometimes even before others can
see them. Because you are in tune with your own
nature, you understand that existence is
providing you with exactly what you need.
Experiences are being created for your highest
good.
Enjoy the fullness of complete imaginal
possibility. Celebrate all the wonders expanding
before you. Fly like an eagle above the fray of
your life giving yourself a Google earth view.
Honor the teachers who demonstrate the beauty
of the butterfly and showcase the possibility of
flight. In each moment lives infinite possibility
unhinged of the past opening up the world we are
celebrating the power that lives within each of us
to rise up.
Remember the principles of freedom and
inspiration laid forth and rise into the faith of
love and openness
step more deeply into your inner powerfulness
beyond measure.
May you fly free
Allowing the landscape to illuminate
in brilliant bursts of light
fulfilling
eternal and endless
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Consider
the
Possibility
There Is
Another
Way
When the best of us is brought forth, it gives us
the chance to let go of the worst of us and in the
reverse when the worst of us comes up it gives us
the opportunity for a great healing. In either side,
light or dark, we are seeing a wholeness pattern.
We are not denying our darkness, our shadow, we
are accepting all of our humanity in its
imperfections and contradictions and we are
standing in our loving center being a vessel for
loving interactions with a world we are
interdependent and united in.
It is a fact, being around people who inspire the
'angels of our better nature' is a blessing. But, we
are not always surrounded by that which is the
best of humanity. It does not mean you don't
know how to be human, to love yourself, do your
best. In each moment, with each person we get to
choose. Am I going to be more loving today, in
this situation, than I was yesterday. Am I going to
allow those I love, work with, encounter,
experience; to be different today than they were
yesterday?
OPEN YOUR HEART. ALLOW IT TO ACHE
AND GROW. FIND A PRACTICE, A
MOVEMENT.
It's time to move into deep respect and
appreciation for who we are and connect to our
humanity. No holding back; integrated deep
loving movement of the heart.
The choice to see and act and share with love
brings us to the heart of peace changing every
dynamic in the worlds we inhabit.
Love says yes. Love says no. Love allows us to
flourish onto our path in the world. Love
embraces all that is and all that will be. Love
brings us into the center of our being, home, in
every circumstance.
Everything started in love knows how to return to
that space. Surprise yourself.
In every breath, with every action we get the
opportunity to remain deeply rooted into the soul
of ourselves offering love to all we meet, making
our corner of the world a better place.
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Words Melanie Lutz
Photography Mint Bing
Design Nature

A SHIFT
TO LOVE
In his book Stride Toward Freedom
Martin Luther King, Jr. wrote…
“Mahatma Gandhi never had more than one
hundred persons absolutely committed to
his philosophy. But with this small group of
devoted followers, he galvanized the whole
of India, and through a magnificent feat of
nonviolence challenged the might of the
British Empire and won freedom for his
people. This method of nonviolence will not
work miracles overnight. Men are not easily
moved from their mental ruts, their
prejudiced and irrational feelings."
Loving movement in action
creates a butterfly effect
that changes the world.

Photo by: Felix Francisco Quintana
from Critical Mass Dance Company's
production of Ama Terra at
The Actors Gang Theater in Los Angeles, CA.
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YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE FRIENDS

The Glory of Love in Ceremony as a New Age Begins.
A recent celebration and rite of passage illuminated the circles of love and support that are always surrounding us. Reflecting
back on the privilege of participating in this deep honoring of our birth wisdom and rights I think of all my friends, past and
present, I think of my family, I think about the many people I have met as I travel through the world, I think about a lot of things.
But mostly, I think about how grateful I am, grateful to be able to experience grace and humor and love, everyday.
Each of us finds our own way on the path of the peaceful spiritual warrior, "capable of wrestling with Life without being
defeated by living. We live in a world full of love, and spirit and vitality and most importantly eternal joy. Our freedoms are
abundant. We are blessed with so much and each other. We are able to work together in harmony and justice and movement.
I look forward to seeing what lays ahead and am grateful for all the ways we are connected. Life is a gift, when you let love
lead the way peace flows in its wake. Enjoy today and tomorrow and may now always change your life for the better.
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EVERY
VOICE
COUNTS

RETURN TO PRAYER

A TINY PRAYER FOR FREEDOM

LOVE
MOVEMENT
IN
ACTION

SEEK FOR PEACE. MUNICH

SEEK FOR LOVE. NICE

May you feel connected, comforted
and full of peace.
Today. Now. Always. Out of the
Darkness.
Into light.
May you hear all things people say as
Encouraging words spoken in love
for your most highest good.
May you find
FREEDOM OF SPEECH.
FREEDOM FROM FEAR.
FREEDOM OF RELIGION.
FREEDOM TO LOVE.
FREEDOM FOR LIFE.
Sending Infinite Love and Gratitude.

MELS

LAND

ALL SYSTEMS LOVE

SEEK FOR GRACE. ORLANDO

SEEK FOR LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS. ISRaEL

SEEK FOR JUSTICE. HUMANITY

“Every blade of grass has its angel that bends over it
and whispers, 'Grow, grow.'” Prayer is the medium for
miracles and we are in need of all kinds of miracles right
now. Stop with the violence. Stop with the hate.. Start
with compassion. Start with sending love in the form of a
prayer. Take one action right now.
In every breath we get the opportunity to remain deeply
rooted into the soul of ourselves offering love to all we
meet, making our corner of the world a better place.
The choice to see and act and share with love brings us
to the heart of peace changing every dynamic in the
worlds we inhabit.
Love says yes. Love says no. Love allows us to flourish
onto our path in the world. Love embraces all that is
and all that will be. Love brings us into the center of our
being, home, in every circumstance. Drop your
defenses, open your heart, begin again listening as you
gently drop into prayerfulness. It doesn't matter how or
what, remember the saying, you don't ask for too much
you ask for too little. ASK. PRAY. SHARE. ENJOY....

INFO FROM THE LOVE CENTER
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CALL TO ACTION

STAND WITH LOVE
Be a beacon of light to
those you encounter.
Be a wayshower to those who follow
through your actions demonstrate
what love looks like parading
around our communities.
Be some one who shines with the
connection to their inner spark.
Be inspired.
Be loving.
Be You.
Encourage success with love and
support allowing others to
experience the joy of what is
possible in their lives. Life takes
time and patience and
misunderstanding and setbacks,
and leaps forward and love.
TALK TO US

MELS

LAND

ALL SYSTEMS LOVE
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SUBSCRIBE TO

MELS

LAND

ALL SYSTEMS LOVE

Save 50% off the BOOKSTORE price.
BUY OR GIVE a SUBSCRIPTION today and
Receive a Special Love Gift.
Email info@alwaysalice.com
Fill out this card and send it with payment to Always Alice, 2118 Wilshire Blvd. #231 Santa Monica, CA 90403

SHIPPING INFORMATION

BILLING INFORMATION
- Payment Scheme -

Credit Card

Name

Address

Check

Money Order

Credit Card No.

City

State

Email

Mobile No.

Make checks payable to "AMP EXPERIENCE"
Special Discounted Yearly Subscription $40
Credit card holders must be placed by Credit Car holders only.

ZIP

Expiry

CVC No.

Signature

Total in $40

Please allow 12-14 days before the first issue to arrive. Do not send cash
Offer valid through June 30, 2020

SUBSCRIBE | INFO@ALWAYSALICE.COM

